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Questions?

Feel free to raise questions throughout today's webinar.

Please write them in the chat or Q&A function.



Our last event in September

Here’s a quick recap of the last time we got together:
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News



greenbirthday.edfenergy.com/

How green is your birthday?

Some days are greener than others. 
When you use our new tool 

and find out how green your birthday is,

you realise how much progress 
needs to be made

to achieve Net Zero by 2050.

Grab your birthday stats. 

Can you beat Pete?



Framework Updates



• April 2021 saw the NHH portfolio transition from BG to EDF

• This was a huge project, only made possible through close collaboration

• Success of the transfer far exceeded expectations, but was not without challenge

• Thank you to customers for your engagement, effort and time

Onboarding success

80.00%

85.00%

90.00%

95.00%

100.00%

19/01/2021 19/02/2021 19/03/2021 19/04/2021 19/05/2021

Registration Performance

Registration Window



ONBOARDING IN NUMBERS

>24,000 

meters 

moved

>51,000 

meters now 
live

Over 200 
new 

customers to 

EDF

c. 500 

customers 

involved 

in transfer

98.7% of 

sites 

registered 
for 01/Apr

100% of 

sites 

registered by 
27/May

Dedicated 

team of 6 

onboarding 
staff

>15,000 first 

bills issued



• An updated webpage to support you through;

• Your first invoice

• MyBusiness

• Lifecycle account management

• Club CCS

• Monitor

Onboarding next steps

ccs.edfenergy.com/welcome



Additional Resources



Updates

✓ Webinars

✓ Blogs
✓ Events
✓ Market Reports
✓ Regulation Reports

Understand

✓ Contract
✓ Prices
✓ NECs
✓ Metering & Data

✓ Generation

Manage

✓ MyBusiness
✓ Billing & Payments
✓ New Connections

✓ Moving Location
✓ Capacity Review
✓ Triad alerts

Road to Net Zero

✓ Zero Carbon Energy Sources
✓ Energy Saving Services

✓ Efficiency Case Studies
✓ Smart metering and AMR

Your dedicated website edfenergy.com/ccs





At EDF, we want to keep you informed, updated and in-the-
know.

It’s not always easy to keep on top of everything that’s changing in 

energy. And, we know that our customers are happiest when they 
have all of the information they need ready, available and in one 

place.

Stay up to date: TalkPower

ccs.edfenergy.com/updates

That’s where our TalkPower team come to offer you:

• Expert analysis on the big energy issues facing British business.

• The opportunity to join one of our regional TalkPower live 
events for in-depth analysis and debate,

• To catch-up on the latest updates from your desk with our 
webinars  and blogs. 

So, no matter how the UK’s energy landscape changes, we’ll help 

you to stay one step ahead. 



We know you’re busy, so we want to make sure you get to the right team for your query first time. 

Live Chat
✓ For quick questions

✓ Same day response
✓ Available via MyBusiness

MyBusiness
✓ Online query reporting

✓ 48 hour turnaround

Phone Call
✓ For in depth questions
✓ New routing system to specialist teams

✓ 0845 300 4904

Your key contacts

If you can’t find the answer to your questions on your MyBusiness portal 
or edfenergy.com/CCS, we’re happy to talk to you over the phone.

EDF CCS RM

Account Management Team
email edfenergyccsrm@edfenergy.com

CCS Customer Services

Operational Support Team
email ccscustomerservices@edfenergy.com



WE'RE HERE FOR THE LONG HAUL!

• Customer engagement is key to this framework. Both CCS and EDF are fully 

committed to maintaining regular customer contact.

• We’re here to help you. This framework offers you full support. You have our 

contact details, know who we are and how we can help you.

• The partnership between Customer, EDF and CCS is pivotal to the success of 

RM6011. 

Please ask questions and embrace the support available to you.

• We can help you to understand what a carbon neutral future means and tackle 

carbon goals together.

• Next events provisionally set for October.

CCS summary



Metering & Smart



Let's get Smarter about metering

• Conventional / manually read metering is on its way out

• The future will either be HH, AMR or Smart (excluding UMS)

• Priority area of focus for BEIS / Ofgem 

• Specific interest in Public Sector

• EDF have been in contact with you (electronically) to register 

interest in Smart

Anticipate 
future energy 

demands

Reduce 
waste

Smarter 
energy 
system



Smart meters can record more information than 
standard (conventional) electricity and gas meters.

This consumption data is automatically 
transmitted to a central location managed by the 
Smart Data Communications Company (DCC)

To obtain this data, we must request it from the 
Smart DCC

It is our responsibility as your energy supplier to 
arrange for the replacement of Non Half-Hourly 

meters.

This is consistent across Residential, Small Business
and Commercial installations

?
What are
Smart 
meters?



?

AMR (advanced meter) and SMETS2 smart meters 
record and store profile (Half Hourly) and polled (Monthly Read) data.

What is the 
difference 
between 
an AMR 
and a 
SMETS2?

With an AMR meter, 
customers can choose their preferred 
Meter Operator (MOp) and Data 

Collector (DC), which allows them to 
agree how and when they receive 

profile data and negotiate agreed 
service levels.

With a SMETS2 meter, 
the polled data is provided as standard 
and used for billing, whereas profile data 
may be accessed on an ad hoc basis.



✓ No more meter readings or estimated bills

✓ Easier to monitor your energy

✓ Gives you the knowledge to make changes where you could:

✓ use less energy

✓ cut costs

✓ Has a role to play in large PS portfolios (landlords lighting, small supplies)

✓ Where read data is important but not interval level / HH granularity

?

What are 

the benefits
of having 
one?



There are some exceptions…

• DCC coverage

• Technical metering reasons

• e.g. a legacy meter has a meter setting for which a new smart asset 

is still in development such as 3 Phase meters.

• Customers who only have HH meters will not be offered a smart 

meter.

• Customers who already have some AMR meters will be offered a 

Smart meter too for their remaining legacy meter portfolio.

• Currently, the site must have EDF Field Services appointed as MOp

in order to qualify for a Smart meter

?

Who can

have 
one?



• No upfront installation cost for businesses

• Annual meter charge will be updated to £65

• Pass-through of costs cover;

• The cost of the SMETS2 meter itself

• The cost of the communications hub equipment

• The cost of the installation by a meter installer

• The cost of the communications with the smart meter (through 

DCC, the Data Communications Company)

• Replaces charges for manual meter reads and conventional metering 

costs (inc. DC)

• No certainty on the future of costs and charges

• Not designed to support in-home displays in commercial settings

Important things to know about Smart meters

ccs.edfenergy.com/smart



Energy & Non-Energy Updates



Stay up to date: Market Insight

You can gain access to quality data and expert analysis to help you navigate the ins and out of the energy 
markets and changes in non-energy costs. Here’s how to get those insights working for you:

A customisable real-time dashboard:
Discover insights that are more up to date than ever –
drill down to the finest detail, or simply skim the surface; 

customise how much you want to see.

Insights in your pocket:
Market Insight seamlessly works across your mobile and 
tablet devices - access your reports on-the-go.

More alerts than ever:
We’ll keep you up to date on the latest trends in the 
market. You decide on the reports you wish to be
notified about.

Simplified navigation and awesome dynamic graphing.

edfenergy.com/marketinsight



Stay up to date: Market Insight

https://marketinsight.edfenergy.com/user/login
https://marketinsight.edfenergy.com/user/login


New issue of 

Monitor 

OUT NOW!

Non-Energy Costs (NECs)



Ask the Panel Q&A
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James Chaplin

Energy Trader

Wholesale
Markets

Update

Tomorrow @ 2pm

Kim Wilson
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Net Zero
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TODAY @ 2pm
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Still time to register...

ccs.edfenergy.com/events




